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DVD 289.9 J
2007
Jonestown [videorecording]: the life and death of Peoples Temple / a Firelight Media production for
American Experience; WGBH Educational Foundation; produced and directed by Stanley Nelson;
teleplay by Noland Walker and Marcia Smith; story by Marcia Smith.
A startling look at preacher Jim Jones, his life prior to the mass-suicides in Guyana, and the event
that took place leading up to that fateful day in 1978.
DVD 362.83 H
2012
Half the sky [videorecording]: turning oppression into opportunity for women worldwide / Show of
Force, LLC; director, Maro Chermayeff; producer, Joshua Bennett.
Take an unforgettable journey with six actress/advocates and New York Times journalist [Nicholas]
Kristof to meet some of the most courageous individuals of our time, who are doing extraordinary
work to empower women and girls everywhere. These are stories of heartbreaking challenge,
dramatic transformation and enduring hope.
DVD 613.7 Y
2007
Yoga for the rest of us. Back care basics [videorecording] / WGBH Educational Foundation;
producer/director, John Baynard.
Shows the right exercises and yoga poses to protect your back and improve your posture. Includes a
bonus segment for restoring poses using the help of gravity.
DVD 782.42 T
Greatest hits live [videorecording].

2008

DVD 979.4 D
2000
The Donner Party [videorecording] / presented by WGBH/Boston, WNET/New York, KCET/Los
Angeles; written and directed by Ric Burns; produced by Lisa Ades and Ric Burns; a Steeplechase
Films production.
Chronicles the tale of the pioneer group that set out for California in the spring of 1846 and ended in
disaster in the snows of the Sierra Nevada Mountains the following winter.
DVD ABRA
2012
Abraham Lincoln: vampire hunter [videorecording] / Twentieth Century Fox presents a
Burton/Bekmambetov/Lemley production; produced by Tim Burton, Timur Bekmambetov, Jim Lemley;
screenplay by Seth Grahame-Smith; directed by Timur Bekmambetov.
Abraham Lincoln, history's greatest hunter of the undead, must risk the presidency, his family, and his
life to protect America from the bloodthirsty vampires.
DVD DAY
1998
The day of the jackal [videorecording] / Universal; Fred Zinnemann's film; a John Woolf production;
directed by Fred Zinnemann; produced by John Woolf; screenplay Kenneth Ross.
Story of a cold, suave British assassin hired by the French OAS to kill General Charles de Gaulle.
Nameless and faceless, the killer, known by the code name of Jackal, relentlessly moves toward the
date with death that would rock the world. The tension mounts as the methodical preparations of the
Jackal are paralleled with the efforts of the police to uncover the plot, which gives the story non-stop,
edge-of-your-seat suspense.
DVD HOOP
1998
Hooper [videorecording] / [Warner Bros.; produced by Hank Moonjean; directed by Hal Needham;
screenplay by Thomas Rickman and Bill Kerby; story by Walt Green & Walter S. Herndon].
A behind-the-scenes look at the bruising world of the stuntman.

DVD KING
2004
King Arthur [videorecording] / Touchstone Pictures and Jerry Bruckheimer Films present an Antoine
Fuqua film; produced by Jerry Bruckheimer; written by David Franzoni; directed by Antoine Fuqua.
A reluctant leader, Arthur wishes only to leave Britain and return to the peace and stability of Rome.
Before he can, one final mission leads him and his Knights of the Round Table - Lancelot, Galahad,
Bors, Tristan, and Gawain - to the conclusion that when Rome is gone, Britain will need a leader to fill
the void. Britain needs a king - someone not only to defend against the current threat of invading
Saxons, but to lead the isle into the new age. Under the guidance of Merlin, and the beautiful
Guinevere by his side, Arthur will have to find the strength to change the course of history.
DVD MADE
2012
Madea's witness protection [videorecording] / a TPS/Lionsgate production; produced by Paul Hall;
written, produced and directed by Tyler Perry.
Madea's back in an all-new movie. A Wall Street investment banker has been set up in a mob-backed
Ponzi scheme, forcing him to be put under witness protection with his entire family in Madea's house
down South.
DVD NATI
2010
National Lampoon's vacation [videorecording] / Warner Bros. Pictures presents; produced by Matty
Simmons; directed by Harold Ramis; screenplay by John Hughes.
A suburban Chicago family travels across the United States on a comic trek to an amusement park,
and encounters a series of disasters along the way.
DVD PINK
2005
Pink Floyd the wall [videorecording] / Metro-Goldwyn Mayer presents an Alan Parker Flim; produced
by Alan Marshall.
"The story of the wall" is told simply with the music of Pink Floyd, images and natural effects. There is
no conventional dialogue to progress the narrative. The story is about Pink, a rock and roll performer,
who sits locked in a hotel room, somewhere in Los Angeles. Too many shows, too much dope, too
much applause, a burned out case. On the TV, an all too familiar war film flickers on the screen. We
shuffle time and place, reality and nightmare as we venture into Pink's painful memories, each one a
"brick" in the wall he has gradually built around his feelings.
DVD PRIN
2012
A princess for Christmas [videorecording] / director, Michael Damian; writers, Janeen Damian,
Michael Damian; producers, Brad Krevoy.
Jules Daly is the new guardian to her niece and nephew. On the day she loses her job and nanny, an
invitation arrives to spend a royal Christmas in Europe with the children's grandfather, the Duke of
Castlebury Hall. Once Jules and the children arrive at the castle, laughter soon fills the once quiet
halls, giving everyone hope and joy for the season. And when Jules captures the heart of the dashing
Prince Ashton, both of their lives change in unexpected ways!
DVD SEEK
2012
Seeking a friend for the end of the world [videorecording] / Focus Features, Mandate Pictures and
Indian Paintbrush present an Anonymous Content production; a Lorene Scafaria film; produced by
Steve Golin ... [et al.]; written and directed by Lorene Scafaria.
As an asteroid nears Earth, a man finds himself alone after his wife leaves in a panic. He decides to
take a road trip to reunite with his high school sweetheart. Accompanying him is a neighbor who
inadvertently puts a wrench in his plan.

DVD SLEU
2008
Sleuth [videorecording] / Sony Pictures Classics and Castle Rock Entertainment present a Riff Raff
production, a Timnick Films production; produced by Jude Law, Simon Halfon, Tom Sternberg,
Marion Pilowsky, Kenneth Branagh, Simon Moseley; screenplay by Harold Pinter; directed by
Kenneth Branagh.
Locked in a high-tech English manor and bound in a deadly duel of wits, Andrew Wyke and Milo
Tindle have come together as English gentlemen to discuss the matter of Wyke's wife. She is the
woman both men are sleeping with. But as wit becomes wicked and clever becomes cutthroat, Wyke
and Tindle's game of one-upmanship spirals out of control, escalating in a chess match that can have
only one outcome. Someone will be murdered.
DVD STUN
2011
The stunt man [videorecording] / Melvin Simon Productions presents a Richard Rush film; screenplay
by Lawrence B. Marcus; adaptation by Richard Rush; produced and directed by Richard Rush.
A mysterious fugitive stumbles onto a movie set where a flamboyant director turns him into a stunt
man.
DVD UNDE
2011
Under the hammer [videorecording] / Meridian; written by John Mortimer; directed by Robert Tronson
and David Tucker; produced by Jonathan Alwyn and Jacqueline Davis.
Romance and intrigue at a London auction house. Written by John Mortimer (Rumpole of the Bailey),
this 1990s British drama tells the story of art experts who share a passion for the treasures they put
under the hammer.
DVD UNDE
2006
Undertaking Betty [videorecording] / Miramax Home Entertainment, Vine International Pictures
present a Great British Films/Spice Factory/Snowfall Films production in association with CF1 Cyf ...
[et al.]; produced by Jason Piette ... [et al.]; screenplay by Frederick Ponzlov; directed by Nick Hurran.
An undertaker loves a married woman. They try to fake her death to escape her husband and the
village. A riotous look at small town Welsh country life centered around competing funeral homes.
DVD VERA
2011
Vera [videorecording] / ITV Studios; written by Paul Rutman and Stephen Brady; directed by Adrian
Shergold...[et al.]; produced by Elwen Rowlands and Elaine Collins.
Follows a solitary, obsessed, cantankerous investigator-- who happens to be pure genius at her job.
J DVD MADA
2012
Madagascar 3: Europe's most wanted / DreamWorks Animation presents; screenplay by Eric Darnell
and Noah Baumbach; produced by Mireille Soria, Mark Swift; directed by Eric Darnell, Conrad
Vernon, Tom McGrath.
Your favorite characters are back in their most hilarious adventure yet! Alex, Marty, Melman and
Gloria are on the run through Europe in this wildly-entertaining and outrageous comedy critic's call
'charming and very funny'! With the fame-loving King Julian and take-charge Penguins, the whole
crew joins the circus to escape Captain Dubois of Animal Control.
J DVD SECR
2012
Secret of the wings [videorecording]
Journey with Tinker Bell and her fairy friends into the forbidden world of the mysterious Winter
Woods, where curiosity and adventure lead Tink to an amazing discovery and reveal a magical secret
that could change her world forever.

